Committee Members in attendance: Armando Balderrama John DiMeglio, Matthew DiMeglio, Dan Dixon Chuck Hart, David Rivera

Non-Committee Members in attendance: Victor Christensen, Diana Nave, Pat Nave, Peter Roth

1. Discussion of Motion supporting State Assembly Bill 1321--"Automated Technology at Coastal Ports."
   - City council passed amendment requesting clarification to assembly bill 1321
   - Mayor Garcetti supported Assembly Bill if amended
   - Committee did not reach a conclusion to vote but did agree with the impacts of automation on the community and to have a letter written and sent to the board to vote on.

2. Motion to support protection and integration of USS Iowa into any waterfront development/improvement plan.
   - No discussion on the item committee was in agreement of the item.

Motion: Armando Balderrama
Second: John DiMeglio

Yes: Armando Balderrama John DiMeglio, Matthew DiMeglio, Dan Dixon Chuck Hart, David Rivera (UNANIMOUS)

   - Pat and Diana Nave talked about their experience with the train horns in Northwest San Pedro and how it can easily be addressed. The committee will be continuing to look in to the problem.

4. Update on Science Center advisory group and discussion of ideas for improvements at the Center
   - Peter Roth talked about a non profit he is apart of that deals with local farming
   - Victor Christensen talked about what was currently going on at the Science Center Facility
   - Victor Christensen talked about his experience during his walkthrough of the science center
   - John DiMeglio and Chuck Hart talked about there feelings and experiences

5. Status of requests for service or projects to City Departments.
   - Due to lack of time the committee tabled this item for next meeting.

6. Public comment on non-agenda items.

7. Next Meeting: August 28, 2019